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FIXED POINTS AND BEST APPROXIMATIONS

FOR MEASURABLE MULTIFUNCTIONS

WITH STOCHASTIC DOMAIN

NIKOLAOS S. PAPAGEORGIOU

Abstract. In this paper we prove a best approximat10n and a ran
dom fixed point theorems for Hausdorff continuous muJtifunctions with
stochastic domain. Our result extend several earlier ones existmg in the
literature. We .also show that in Engl [3] some of the hypotheses can be

weakened.

．1. Introduchon

In this note we prove a fixed point principle and a best approximation the

orem analogous to Reich's results [10]. This is done for a class of contmuous

multifunctions with stochastic domain. Our results are general enough to incor-

porate earlier works on this subject, like those ofltoh [5], Engl [3], Sehgal-Waters

[13], Sehgal-Singh [12], Papageorgiou [9], Lin (8], and Xu [15].

2. Preliminaries

Let (n, ~) be a measurable space and X a separable Banach space. We will

be using the following notations:

Pf(c)(X) = {A~X: nonempty, closed, (convex)}.
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and

nonempty, compa.ct, (convex) } ,={A~X:Pk(c)(JY)

A multifunction F :甿P1(X) is said to be measurable, if for 詛 XE .X

the 凪 十-valued function w--+d(x, F(w)) = inf{llx 一 zll : z E F(w)} is measurable.
Recall that a measurable function f :甿X is said to be a "measurable selector"
of F(·), if fo:r 詛 w 它 n,f伊 ）E F(w). It turns ou.t (see -·Nagnr::r (14], theor~m
4-.2), t,lla.t this defini互on of measurahility is equiva1£~這 to saying tho.t there exist

;i哆 S,J::r.~ble selectors .fn : n-->).: n~1 of P(-), s.t. for all w E n F(w)
-;-·-: --- -·一...一·一 .. ...一·一 """ ""' "'一"'" 一 ·一 ，

{ f:.. (囯 ：n = 1,2,3: .... }, or that for every U C X一 nonempty open F-(u) =
{cv1 E n : F(w) n u :I 0} E E. Following SC區l [Il] and Engl [3], we will say that
F:芷P (X) is "separable"'f't·f 1 1 1s measurable·and there extsts a countable set

D~X s.t. for all w En, D n F位）= F(w).
Let F: fl---'考(X'.l be a me:::i,surable multifunction and let G汗 = {(w,x) E

DxX:xEF佐）} (the graph of F'(-)). VVe know (see'\Vaguer [14], theorem
4.2) that GrF E I; x B(X), with B(X) being the Borel tJ-fi.e1d of~X.
T: GrP~菸 {0} .1s a measurable multjfuncticm with stochastic domain F弋）if
and t1J.,;i'if for all U~;. X open, {(1) E n : T(c...Jj i:) n U i= 0, x E. F(w)} E I;. We

·.vill s?;y th(),t T(·, ·) is an h-contjnuous measurable multifunction with stochastic

domain P(·) if :in addition for every w E·n, the m ult1tunct1on x-+ T(巴玠 j$

Then

h-r.cmtin.11,., a1s on F(可 (see definition belchv).
OnP八V)(I. we can 心fme a "eneralized metric, known in the literature as theb

Ha.1.1sdo:r:ff metric, by setting

d(a, .B), S1i p d(b, A)]
bEB

max[sup
aEA

h(A, B)

whNe d(a,B) = inf{l!a - bll: b E B} and d(biA) = lnf{llb - all : a, E A}.
It is well known that (P1(X),h) is a cmriplete metric. space and (Pkc(J:),h) a

dosed (hence complete) subset of it. In fact, Pkc(X), h) is also separable, while
(P1位）( ) • A U'<7••. , i 1s no1.. 11 .r 1s a topological space, a multifunction F : Y~玢 (X) is

sa.id to be Hausdor仔 continuous. (h-conti~uCJus) if and only if it is continuous as
a map from Y into the metric·space·(P1(X), h).
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丶`. ,•·•'
Let Z 囧 a set a.nd denote oy 1'--乜）J.S a coHection of subsets of Z. Denote

i{ the s\~t of a.11 infinite sequences of positive integers and by 菡 ，the set
by c z is said to be obtained
of a.E finite sequences o Pf ositive integers. A set A _

from P(Z) by applying the Souslin opnation, 1·f there exists a map k : N尸

P(Z) s.t. A =--= U 行 k(兩 ），where rin denotes the first n-elements of r E N
rEfen=l

(see Jacobs [6]). Note that the union in the Souslin speration is·uncountable. So

if P(Z) is a. a-field, then A may be outside of P(Z). If however P(Z) is closed

under the Souslin operation, then we say that P(Z) is a. Souslin family. For

example every complete a-field is a Souslin family (see Wagner [l4]).

Let (f!, I:) be a measurable space, y a separable metrizable space andZ

a metrizable space. A function f : n X y ......... z is said to be a Caratheodory

fun這Ui、, ;f for all y E Y, w寸(w, y) is measurable and for all w E n, Y寸(w, y)

1S·::c :.·. i, ! •l.llf , ..•.•.
, • r:. ~c well-known that such a function 1s jointly measurable; i.e.

巳正 I乜 ，：，, ) is t_~: 、X .J;吖 ），Bt Z))-measurable.

3. i\.1ain R.esults

．We sta.rt with an approx1mat10n resu ,lt which can be viewed as the stochastic

Our result also generalizes
vflrsion ol a result origina Y11·obtained by Reich (10].

.
2 of Sehgal-Singh (121, where the multifunct10n had a deterministic

｀t11eorem
doi:-n沾ii.

睜eoreni 3.1. J1 (fl,}:)·is a meas1Jrable space with~a Souslin family, X

;s a 5eparable Banach space, J(:甿Pkc{X) is a separable multifunction and

T: Grl尸Pkc(X) is an h-continuous, measurable multifunction with stochastic

domain !((·), 血 卫 there exists a measurable map x .. !1-+X s.t. for all w E n
x(w) E K(w) and d(x(w),T(w,x(w))) = b(K(w),T(w,x(w))) == inf{Jlv-wll: v E

K(w),w E T(w,x(w))}.

Proof. Using corollary 3.1 of Kandilakis-Papageorg1ou [71, we can find a

m這tift:mction f: n x X-+Pkc(X) s.t. w-+T(w,x) 1s measurable, x-+T(w,x)
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is h-continuous and Tlar1< = T. Then consider the multifunction H : n丐~x
defined by

H(w) {y E K(w): d(y,T(w,y)) b(IC(w),T(w, y))}.

From lemma 1.6 of Reich [10], we know that for every w En, H(w)-:/ 0.
Let <.p : n x X~IR+ be defined by cp(w, x) = d(x, T(w, x)). Clearly cp(·, ·) is

a Caratheodory function. Also let kn : n~X n 2: 1 be measurable selectors of

K(·) s.t. for all w En, K(w) = {kn(w): n = 1,2,3, ... } (see section 2). Then

we have:
b(K(w)T(w, y)) = inf inf llkn(w) - zll·

尹這(w,y)

Set 心n(w,y) = inf llkn(w)-zll. Theorem 6.1 of[7] tells us that for every
zET(w,y)

n~1, w~叭(w, y) is measurable, while proposition 23, p. 120 of Aubin-Ekeland

[l] tells us that for every n~l, y~固(w,y) is continuous. So 叭(·,·) n~l is a

Caratheodory function, hence jointly measurable. Thus 7/;(w, y) = inf 叭 (w, y)
n>l

is a measurable function s. t. for all w E n, 卟(w, ·) is upper semicontinuous (see
for example Bertsekas-Shreve [2], lemma 7.14, p. 147). Let TJ(w, y) = cp(w, y) -
心(w, y). Then clearly TJ(·, ·) is jointly measurable, and for every w En, TJ(w, ·) is
lower semicontinuous. Also note that for 詛 (w, y) E n x X, TJ(W, y) 2: 0. Observe
that H(w) = {y E K(w): 17(w,y)~O}. Hence for all w En, H(w) E Pk(X).

Set L0(w) = {y EX: 17(w,y)~O} = {y EX: TJ(w,y) = O} and observe

that
H(w) = K(w) n Lo(w).

Since 77(·, ·) is jointly measurable, we have GrLo = {(w, y) E n X X :

17(w, y) = O} E Ex B(X). Since by hypothesis Eis Souslin family, from theorem

4.2(g) of Wagner 回 ，we get that Lo (·) is measurable => H(·) is measurable.
Applying the Kuratowski-Ryll Nardzewski selection theorem (see Wagner [14]),

We get X ; n~x measurable S.t. for 詛 w En, x(w) E H(w). Then x(w) E J((w)
and d(x(w),T(w,x(w))) = b(K(w),T(w,x(w))) for all w En. Q.E.D.

The next result is a general fixed point principle, that incorporates all ran

dom fixed point theorems involving continuous multifunctions. In particular, it
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contains as special cases the fixed point theorem of Itoh [5], theorems 8, 13, 14

and 15 of Engl [3], theorem 2 of Sehgal-Waters [13], corollary 1 of Sehgal-Singh

[12] theorem 6 of Papageorgiou [9], theorems 4 and 5 of Lin [8] and theorems 1,
，

2, 3 and 4 of Xu [15]. From the above works, only Engl [3], considered multifunc-

tions with stochastic domain. However he assumed that there exists a CJ-finite
．

measureµ(·) on (!1,E), that intl((w) /: 0µ 一 a.e. and that the multifunction
w-+intK(w) admits a measurable selector祠 ）. Furthermore, his random fixed

point satisfies x(w) E T(w, x(w))µ- a.e. and not for all w E n. Our result drops
all the above extra hypotheses of Engl [3] and obtains a random fixed point for
every w E n by assuming that E is Souslin family. In addition, our proof is

considerably simpler and shorter than that of Engl [3]. Finally in proposition
3.3, we show that the selector hypothesis on the multifunction w-+ intK (w) is

superfluous, since it is automatically implied by the other hypotheses that Engl

圍 made.

Theorem 3.2. JJ (!1, E) is a measurable space with E a Souslin family, X

a separable Banach space, K : n刁::i1(X) a separable multifunction, T : GrK-+

pkc(X) is an h-continuous measurable multifunction with stochastic domain K(·)

and for every w En H(w) = {x E K(w): x E T(w,x)} /: 0,麟 there exists a
measurable map x :甿X s.t. for all w En x(w) E K(w) and x(w) E T(w, x(w)).

Remark. So this result says that under the above hypotheses, "determin

istic" solvability of the fixed point problem implies "stochastic" solvability of

it.
＾

Proof. Applying corollary 1.3 of [7], we get T : n XX-+Pkc(X) a mult1func-
＾

tion s.t. w-+T(w,x) is measurable, x-+T(w,x) is h-continuous and 面GrI< = T.
Let JI : !1-+2x be defined by

H(w) == {x E K(w): x E T(w,x)}.

By hypothesis, for all w E n H (w) f= 0 and it is easy to check using the

h-continuity of T(w, ·), that for all w E f! H(w) E P1(X). Let'P: f! X X-tlR+
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be defin':'d by ,.p(w, x) = d(;r, T(""',x)). Clearly'f'(·, ·) is a Ca.ratheodory function.

Then note that

202

EE x B(X).伊J(n {(w, X) E n X X : if'位 ，x) = O}（计H

Since~is a Souslin family, theorem 4.2 of Wagner (14], tells us that H(·)
So applying the Kuratowski-Ryll Nardzewski selection theorem,

We g('t X :甿X measurable s.t. for all w En, x(w) E Il(w). Clearly x(·) is the

d1_,sired random fixed p0i:nt for 吖·, .) . Q.E.D.

is measurable.

Finally in the next proposition, we show that in theorem 8 of Engl 圍 ，the
Exo(w)s.t.:!1---+X曰ofhesis that there exists a mea.su.ra启e function x。

i1,.t J(((.:)肛- a.e. is super丑uous.
.,.. I ,

P:roposition 3.3. JJ (f!, I', 11,', iB a汗nif;e measure spa(Y\ .·\: 1., a .sepa:几汩
r) /'\T11.-,·rw.-·h sp0.~e and K : n ""',. l. />) is (], rrwltifunction s. t.
J',

and iTitK(~,..!) f 0 fL - a.e., 血'.1.1 there exist Io : n --~X

Ex B(X)FlGrK
I 1measuraute funr.tin s. t.

杯 （心）E int]((可 tl 一 a,.e.

Procf. Observe that

Gr!(n｛（是 X) E n X X : d(x, bd/(((.....1)) > O}Grint.K(·)

wber~hd 昭 !..,_) ) dr"n(ltf>::: thP boilndary nf l((w). Note. that bdF(w) ma.y be empty.
B11t frnrn them、em 4.G of HimrnelbngIn that c?..2i:'as 1.1~u::i.J d(x,bdK(v)) =: 十 ，-c,

囯 、w,~know that if D = 乜 C n : bd.N'.、(.,) ) f. 卟. thcr. D~: t a,nd w--一－缸 l((,:,;)

1-fonc七 ；l (;.";,~;;; E S"l :-:< }; : d(:r,bdK(1...,)) >

r {cw, x) E n x x = d位 ，bdK (可）>O}U(D·::xX)J n GrkE:ExB(J\:). (Note
is a Cara.thcodory function on D X X, hence jojntly

＇，訐 K``（．、`，＇c1·t,\,..1s Ine.-:.suraulc on~..1.r-

selectionAumann'sApplyEx B(X).
（尘 ，，：）--*d(x1F(w))

measurable). Therefore Grintl(

(see Wagner [14], to get

ti 』, ,.la.,,

E

xo(w) E
Q.E.D.

s.t.measurable:n-tXXotheorem

intK(w)µ- a.e.

Remark. Note that our hypothes.is on K(·) is weaker than that of Engl 圍

(theorem 8), sjnce we only assume graph rneasurability of K(·) and not measur-
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a1,i1Hy of it. Recall that for a P1U<)-valuc<l multifundion meas1ua.bi1ity implies

graph measuTab1hty.
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